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Qty looks into ward alternative
ILawsuit
nurcnit fni-rps
forces ritv
city tn
to

look charter to
change the way the
council is set up
ByJeffHindercich
NEWS EDITOR

With die Charier Review
Committee handing their recommendation about the leptcsentation lawsuit to the city council within the next couple of weeks,

i

Fleming, legal services
Rodney Renting
attorney, and the University students involved in the lawsuit
against the city will haw a new fight
on their hands.
If the committee recommends
that the city goes to an all at-large
council, students need to face the
reality that they may lose their representative in city government.
Historically, University students
have filled the Ward I city council
position. Sarah Tomashefski,
University senior, currently holds
the position.

According to Iteming
Iteming, it is harder for a student to fill an at-large
position because it is more expensive to campaign thoughout the
city and at-large positions are four
years, as opposed to ward positions
which were two. This makes it
more difficult for students to make
a commitment. But this is a reality
that Fleming said all students
involved haw been aware of from
die start.
"Since we started thus lawsuit in
1994, every student involved in the
lawsuit has known that an all at-

large decision was a risk."
Iteming said.
The lawsuit, which started in
1994, was brought agaiast the city
because University students
believed the way the city was broken into wanls was unconstitutional. Currently, Ward 1, which
the University is in, has a population of 12,674. Ward 3 only has
3,499. But each gets only one representative, which goes against
WARDS, PAGE 2

LOOKING AT DIFFERENT
WARD SYSTEMS

Wooster and west of Main, has
3,499 and Ward 4 has 5716.

CURRENT WARD SYSTEM: The
current ward system is divided
into fouF wards. The system uses
Wooster and Main Street as
dividing lines. Ward 1, which the
University is housed in, has a
population ot 12.674. Ward 2,
which is south of Wooster and
east of Main Street, has 6.287.
Ward 3, which is south of

PROPOSED WARD SYSTEM: The
proposed ward system would
still have four wards but the
dividing lines would be Wooster
and the railroad tracks. This
would even out the population ot
each waFd, going along with the
equal representation clause of
the constitution.

GAS PRICK INCREASE AFFECTING NATION
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SENTENCED: Dennis Michael Salerno is lead into the courtroom
on the dayot his sentencing. May 15.2001.
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Salerno gets
lifesentence
after bargain
By Kimberty Dupps
CO Et

'

I'onncr Howling (ireen bakery owner Dennis Michael
Salemo was transported to the
Orient Correctional Institution
(OCI) in Columbus Monday.
Salerno will serve a life sentence in the medium-security
prison, with eligibility for parole
in 20 years. I le was convicted for
the July 2000 murder of Larry
Mi ( I.HI.ih,in. Salerno's former
cellmate, on May 15, Salerno
will also serve two years in
prison and pay a SIO.tKX) for
attempting to escape from
Wood County lail in February
Salerno withdrew his plea of
not guilty during his May 15
hearing before Wood County
fudge Robert C. Pollex. Salerno
also waived his right to a trial by
jury and a pre-sentencing investigation.
The guilty plea was part of a
deal between Wood County
Prosecutor Alan Mayberry and
Salerno's
lawyer,
Adrian
Cimnierman. Along with his
guilty plea to McClanahan's

death, he 'cooperated significantly" with Mayberry and the
prosecutor's office on the recovery of evidence regarding the
disappearance of his wife,
Michelle Ri/y.i.
"Salemo lalsol gave a statement to Investigators after the
hearing about the lire,"
Mayberry said, "i le will not be
prosecuted, though. It was a
part of the deal."
The fire, that occurred In the
summer of 1999, burnt down
College Station and his bakery
on East Wooster Street.
In return, aggravated robbery
and tampering with evidence
charges, in relation to the aggravated murder charge, were
drop|>ed. Mayberry aLso agreed
to recommend a two-year sentence for Salerno's attempt to
break his detention at Wood
County lail. The maximum sentence for escape would have
been eight years and a $15,000
fine.
Salemo could still face murder charges, in relation to the
death of his wife, in Michigan.

Las Vegas act
donates to zoo
By Dorothy Wrona
STAFF WRITER

Las Vegas magicians Sigfried
and Roy made conservation history last month when they
announced that Prosperity, their
Magical White Uon, gave birth to
four cubs at the Cincinati
Zoological Park and Botanical
Garden on April 1.
The cubs, known as "Pride of
the Millennium," are the first litter of White Uons bom in the
United States. They were introduced to the media and public at
an April 26 press conference at
the zoo. With the cubs' birth,
there are now 23 Magical White
Lions in Siegfried and Roy's
three-continent quest to save the

endangered species.
"This is a significant birth for
the tuture of the species," Roy
said in a press release. "It is an
historic event for die people of
Ohio and for the entire world. It is
a gift for the ages."
Prosperity and her mate,
Sunshine, are on loan to the
Cincinnati Zoo as part of
Siegfried and Roy's white lion
breeding program. The cubs will
remain in Cincinnati.
The entertainers have been
using white tigers in their act for
over 20 years. They began raising
awareness of white lions when
the fohannesburg Zoo contacted
DONATION, PAGE 2
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GAS PRICES: Gas prices continue to rise over the next couple
months.

U. impaired
byhigher
gasprices
By Kimberty Dupps
CO-EDITOR
The Associated Press

THE NEW PLAN: President Bush greets St. Paul Mayor Norm Coleman prior to speaking at the
River Centre in St. Paul. Minn.

Environmentalists
upset with new Bush
energy plan
By left Hindenach
NEWS EDUOB

With gas prices on the rise and
the nation looking at an energy
crisis, the country is trying to do
everything it can to see the problem resolved. In an effort to help,
President George W. Bush
announced a new energy plan
that he hopes would alleviate
some of the problems.
The plan would emphasize
increasing the domestic fuel supply of the country and improve
the transportation of the fuel supply. Under his plan, larger companies, like petroleum and coal,
would have easier access to public land, would review federal
restrictions on expandingdrilling.

including environmental laws,
and would increase nuclear
power use in the U.S. He wants
close to 1,900 new power plants
built over the next 20 years. All
these aspects of the plan worry
environmentalists.
"We have been abusing the
land for so long that we need to
find a different way to get our
energy," said C. Kristen Vessey,
an instructor in environmental
programs. The best way to
solve this problem is dirough
conservation, not more abusing of the land."
One of the big complaints
about the plan is that it calls for
more oil exploration in the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
According to Vessey, more
drilling in the arctic is "ludicrous because there has been
so much drilling there already."
ENVIRONMENT, PAGE 2

HOW TO LOWER
YOUR GAS
CONSUMPTION
Don't let the engine warm
up before you drive and
start out at moderate
speed.
Don't push the speed pedal
right away. It is not good
for the engine.
Accelerate gradually
With a standard transmission, shift to higher gear as
soon as possible. This will
allow you to save more gas.
With an automatic transmission, put the drive setting on four
Don't waste money on
high-tech gas, almost
every cars are build to run

on 86.

Rising gas prices are not only
digging into the wallets of students but the budgets of
University programs.
"The higher gas prices are
going to affect us a lot," said lames
Beauprex, director of Shuttle
Services. "Last year we budgeted
$1.10 per gallon for gasoline. This
year we are going to budget $1.80
per gallon."
The shuttles use diesel fuel,
which is also subject to the fuel
increases. Shuttle Services is currendy averaging $ 1.43 per gallon.
While the shuttles will not run
during the summer, Beauprex
said that the 2-RIDE service may
be limited. The 2-RIDE service is
for students and staff, and provides rides to Wood County
Hospital and off-campus apartments, among other destinations.
"We are probably going to stay
pretty close to campus while the
gas prices are high," Beauprex
said.
Beauprex had hoped to add
UNIVERSITY. PAGE 2

Efficient cars help
By Kimberty Dupps
CO-EDITOR

The Associated Press

E-CARS: Toyota Motor Corp. showroom receptionist Kanako
Hayakawa displays a hybrid gas and electric power system.

Honda's reputation for producing fuel-efficient cars is
helping sales at local dealerships as gas prices continue to
rise.
"Any time gas prices go up,
the sale of Hondas increases,"
said Broderick Gin, sales manager at Hatfied Honda, Toledo.
Gin said that May has been
one of the "best Civic months"
for Hatfield, as it has been at
Brown Honda, Toledo.

"Civic sales are increasing
tremendously," said Karen
Burtscher, new car sales manager at Brown Honda.
The high fuel efficiency
model, HX, can average 44
miles per gallon (mpgl on the
highway.
However, there is a Honda
model, with higher gas mileage,
that is receiving more attention
since gas prices have been on
the rise.
E-CAR, PAGE 2
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City looks into ward reapportioning
ing its recommendation.
Accordingto city council at-large
representative lohn Mura, the
committee has been working on
revising all forms of the charter for
months. The committee has
reviewed several other forms of
government and are now leaning
toward the all at-large government,
according to Michael Marsh, the
city attorney for the lawsuit and
advisor to the committee on the
subject.
The purpose of the wards was
supposed to be geographically
based,'' he said. "If it is not going to

WARDS, FROM PAGE 1

the Constitution's equal representation rule.
The last time the case was
argued for was in front of the
Federal District Court in October.
Seven months later, the city and the
students are still waiting for a decision to be made. Fleming believes
the delay is because the 2000
Census numbers have not been
reported yet
But both sides believe that the
decision is coming soon, which is
why the charter committee is offer-

be used for that, then why have the
ward system. That's the way the
committee sees it and that's why
they want to go to the all at-large
like most other cities."
But Fleming doesn't feel that the
ward system should be thrown out,
just reworked. He had proposed a
new ward system that would use
Wboster Street as a dividing line
(like the current system) and the
railroad tracks as the other line, as
opposed to Main Street, which is
used now. This way, the wards
could still be set up geographically
and would divide the city evenly.

The committee, however, is still
leaning toward the all at-large system. Now, the students' best hope
is to vote down the at-large system
when it goes on the ballot in
November. If it is voted down, the
city would have to rework the current ward system. Fleming is confident that even non-students will
vote down the proposed system.
"The people of the city are happy
with the ward system," he said.
They like the fact that there is a
representative in their neighborhood that they can call if something goes wrong"

White lion cubs at
Cincinnati zoo
DONATIONS. FROM PAGE 1

them about efforts to save the
endangered species. At the time
there were less than 10 white lions
in the wild. Now there are a total of
30 in the world.
Their efforts have helped zoos
around the world in conservation
efforts. Contributions from outsiders are necessary because zoos
can only afford to protect so many
species.
"Zoos do not have finances to
save every animal," Frank H.
Lieberman, Siegfried and Roy's
publicist, said. "It takes outside

people."
Roy said that it was difficult for
him to let Prosperity live in
Cincinnati and that the decision to
let the cubs stay there was difficult,
but that it was the right thing to do.
"Mother Nature was telling me
that this was the right thing to do,"
he said. "This is what is necessary
to have the Magical White Lions
Duorish."
A contest will be held during the
zoo's annual Zoo Babies celebration to name the cubs. Results will
be announced on luly 1. The win- WHITE LIONS: Siegfried & Roy introduced four rare white I
ner will receive an all-expenses
to the Cincinnati Zoo.
paid trip to Las Vegas.

Opponents of the plan said
that it does not throw any
money toward alternative types
of energy, such as wind power
and solar power. The plan did
not set any goals for increasing
the amount of energy coming
from wind and solar power.

"I can see where they could
overlook that because if you
have an oil mentality, then
that's all you'll be thinking of,"
Vessey said. Vessey points out
comparisons with Denmark,
who get a good portion of their
power from wind power.
Although the generators are
large and sometimes loud, she
points out that it may be a bet-

ter alternative.
"With all the oil spills and
other problems we are having
with non-renewable fuels, it's
hard to see why you wouldn't
consider alternate forms," she
said.
Nuclear power plants are also
looking to be increased under
Bush's energy plan. Although
environmentalists are a little
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another route, which would go
to
Fairview
apartments,
Woodland Mall and Krogers. I Ic
is not sure, though, if the route
will be possible because of the
gas prices.
"1 am just sitting and waiting
to see what's going to happen
with everything," he said. "I
guess I will find out when 1
receive my budget in luly."
However, Beauprex is facing
another challenge that will
affect the shuttle service.
"The federal government is
taking of the excise tax, which
saved us an average of $200 a
month," he said.
The excise tax allows state
agencies to be exempt from certain taxes. The removal of the
excise tax will begin on lune 1.
In the fall, though, students
may be paying increased fees.
According
to
Nancy
Vanderlugt, manager of aviation

E-CAR, FROM PAGE 1

more comfortable with this
part of the plan, they still have
qualms about the outcome of
the increase.
"The country has still not
found a good way to deal with
the waste that comes from the
plants," Vessey said. "We cannot start building more plants
until we find a solution to what
to do with the nuclear waste."

i

"Interest in the Honda Insight
started peaking when gas prices
started to go up again,"
Burtscher said.
Sales of the Insights were slow
at Hatfield Honda this past year,
since they came out. However,

the interest and sales have been
high since gas prices have risen.
Gin said that they have sold five
in the past three months.
The Honda Insight is a hybrid
car that utilizes both a gasoline
and electric engine. Due to it's
dual engine, the Insight is able to
get nearly 08 mpg.

TAKING CLASSES THIS SUMMER?
The BG News publishes once every
week. Don't forget to snap up
a copy between classes!
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studies, the program has had to
raise their fees three percent
because of the higher fuel costs
for the planes.
"Gas prices for aviation do
not fluctuate like they do at the
gas pumps," Vanderlugt said. "It
is more steady than the pumps
but we have seen it gradually
increase."
When the program purchased fuel on May 19, it was
$2.39 per gallon. However, the
previous price per gallon was
$2.10. The program uses
approximately 3,000 gallons of
fuel per month. However, the
amount of fuel able to be purchased may change. The program budgets $75,000 a year for
fuel.
The planes in the aviation
studies program are used for
students during their pilot training. During their time at the
University, aviation students
will log at least 230 hours to
become a professional pilot.
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Honda Insight: a
new hybrid car

Bush's energy plan raises concerns
ENVIRONMENT, FROM PAGE 1

University affected
by high gas prices
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U. VP CHOSEN TO LEAD NATIONAL GROUP
Linda Dobb, executive vice president, was elected vice
president and president-elect of the Library
Administration Management Association, a division ofj
the American Library Association. There are approximately 4,950 members of the association. Dobb had
been the dean of libraries from 1995 to 1999.

LOCAL NEWS

Drunk students hard to recognize
By Kimberty Dupps
CO- EDITOR

Slurred speech, giddiness, loss
of balance and lack of coordination are among 21 characteristics
that can be identified in people
who are intoxicated.
Being able to recognize the
characteristics of intoxication
may help college students keep
their friends and themselves safe.
"More date rape occurs if one
or both of the parties are intoxicated,"
said
Dr.
Harold
Rosenberg, University psycholo-

gyprofessor. "If a woman can recognize a guy who has been drinking, they can take steps to protect
themselves."
However,
according
to
Rosenberg, college students are
not able to accurately identify
people who are drinking
"University students are not
good at recognizing intoxication," Rosenberg said. "They usually have two reactions: false positives, where they think one has
been drinking but they were not,
and false negatives, where they

"More date rape occurs if one or both parties are intoxicated. If a woman can recognize a guy who has been drinking, they can
take steps to protect themselves."
HAROLD ROSENBERG, PSYCHOLOGY PROFESSOR

think someone has not been
drinking when they have."
Rosenberg's doctoral emphasis
was in alcohol problems and
familiar studies that tested how
well police officers and bar-

tenders could recognize intoxication. In his research study, funded
by the Alcohol Beverage Medical
Research Foundation, Rosenberg
used 45 University students to see
how well they could recognize

intoxication. He also looked to
see if students could be trained to
recognize intoxication.
The 45 students were divided
into two groups. One group
underwent "training" programs,
while the other group just
received information about alcohol.
"In the training sessions, we
showed the group videotapes
with other University students
who were drinking and those
who were not," Rosenberg said.
"We pointed out behaviors that

the people who were drinking
exhibit and showed them what
behaviors to look for and how to
make a judgment."
The group who went through
the training attended two training sessions. In the first, the 21
behaviors of an intoxicated person were pointed out. In the second, the students were given
practice identifying intoxication
and were given feedback about
their answers.
ROSENBERG,PAGE 7

lorn Reed BG News
KICKIN' IT: Sophia Hernandez plays soccer at City Park.

City offers fun for
students over summer
By Beth Franklin
STAFf WRITER

lorn Reed BG News
WORKING: Kathleen Vogtsberger (above) holds balloons at her
job at Ben Franklins, South Main Street. She enjoys making balloon orders, candy and rings people up at the cash register. Mandi
Hatfield (left) fixes coffee, while working at Java Supreme, Court
Street. She enjoys her job and meeting "all kinds of cool people,"
who enjoy to share their interests with her. The Bowling Green
community is where many University students look for jobs during
the school year and during the summer. However, many businesses lose employees and business while many students leave the
city to go home.

Spring semester is over and
somewhere, behind the rain
clouds, summer is in the air.
Many students have already
packed up and moved back to
their hometowns for the summer, but those staying in
Bowling Green for summer
may wonder what this area has
to offer for the next three

months.
Many will want to check out
the Portage Quarry. Located at
12701 South Dixie Highway, it is
the closest thing there is to a
beach in the middle of Ohio.
The Quarry offers swimming
diving volleyball, and camping Jeff Rice, owner of The
ACTIVITIES, PAGE 7

BG offers employment
for summer students
By Mary Beth Wilfong
SUFF WRITER

As students packed up and left
Bowling Green, they took away
their business and their potential
as employees.
"The loss of employees coincides with the loss of business,"
said Matt Seman, general manager of Campus Polleyes.
Though, the sales at Burger
King go up in the summer time
because the weather is nicer and
the customers don't want to be
inside cooking all the time, said
Deb Manor, store manager at
Burger King on Main Street.
Groups that come to the
University for summer programs

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Thurstin under repair
A portion of Thurstin Avenue
will be under construction for
the next several weeks.
Construction on the curb area
north of the Court Street intersection will reduce northbound traffic to one lane for
two weeks. Following this the
same process will be repeated
on the southbound lane.

Alumnus wins award
James H. Foreman III, of
Vikery, Ohio, received BGSU

help take (he place of students
during the summer.
"My business stays the same or
gets better because of the excess
of travelers on 1-75, the fire school
that comes in and the camps the
University has," said Tom
Drogen, store manager of Burger
King on Wooster Street.
As business changes this time
of year, more students are looking
for jobs.
Students are more willing to
work over the summer, Drogen
said . He said that they do get
more applications, but they only
lost three employees because of
summer vacation and are hiring
the same amount of people as
they normally do.

Manor said she is not hiring
many new employees either
because University students go to
businesses closer to the
University to work.
"A lot of the applications we get
depends on where the students
are living," Manor said. "If they're
in dorms, we don't get as many
because they are farther away."
She has a lot of regular employees and high school students who
work at Burger King.
The area hindered most by the
University's recess is the
University itself.
Michelle
Simmons, associate director of
student employment said that
their career board is overflowing
right now and that the time right

after Spring semester carries the
most job postings.
Simmons went on to say that
not all areas of the University are
hiring right now.
"We have a decrease in the academic offices because there is not
as many faculty here, but we have
more positions in grounds and
maintenance, and registration
and records," Simmons said.
Simmons said that they post
their jobs up on a bulletin board
located on the third floor of the
Student Services building and on
their
web
site
at
http://careers.bgsu.edu.
Offcampus jobs are posted on the
site as well, along with the contact
names and numbers.

Firelands' 12th annual
Distinguished Alumna
Alumnus Award. Foreman, a
professional actor, recendy
formed his own productions
company, lesse Foreman
Productions. He has also completed public service films and
television announcements
against the use of drugs.

County offering
stress classes

Established in 1986 to honor
the late senator Barry
Goldwater, the award is considered the nation's premier
award for mathematics, engineering and natural sciences.
This is the fourth year that a
University student has won
the award.

Youth classes to be
held at University
The Horizon Youth Theater
will offer classes in drama
and three week production
workshops at Bowling Green
State University. Classes are
available for people ages 918, and the classes will run
lune 26 to July 6.

Wood County Family
Services will hold a six-week
course in dealing with anxiety
and stress. The course will run
from lune 20 to August 1 and
costs $75. For more information call Wood County Family
Services at 419-352-4624 or
toll-free at 1-877-352-4624.

U. sophomore
receives national
scholarship
University sophomore
Habibullah Ahmad received
the Goldwater scholarship.

New power plant
being built in Ohio
Ohio's consumer-owned
electric cooperatives broke
ground on the state's newest
power plant. Located in
Convoy, Ohio, the Robert P.
Malone peaking power plant
will use three gas or electric
turbines to provide power for
up to 100,000 houses.

File Photo

STRIKE OUT: The softball team lost their shot at MAC
Champions after a loss to Ball State on May 11.

Season over for
Falcon softball
By Dorothy Wrona
STAFF WRITER

One of the BGSU softball
team's goals was to win this season's MAC Tournament. But a
May 11 loss to Ball State ended
that quest
The Falcons opened the
tournament on May 10 with a
2-1 loss to Northern Illinois.
NIU's Kelly Redican scored on
Samantha Knoll's first-inning
grounder.
Angie Domschot led off the
second with a double to centerfield, and went to third on
Lynsey libel's bunt. Domschot
scored on Libby Voshell's double.
Neither team scored for the
next five innings. McKenna
Houle retired 15 batters and
allowed just one hit. which was
Suzie Rizeks solo home run in
the sixth.
len Domschot led off the bottom of the sixth with a walk, but
got no further.
Renee
Rosemeier
and
Angie
Domschot struck out and Ebel
fouled out.

The Falcons went down in
order in the seventh.
BGSU stayed alive with a 6-1
victory over the Ohio Bobcats in
the next day's elimination
round.
Neither team scored until the
seventh. Renee Rosemeier led
off with a double but was
tagged
out
on
Angie
Domschot's fielder's choice.
After an out, Voshell doubled
to plate Domschot for a 1-0
lead.
OU responded quickly.
Georgia Villard led off with an
infield single and beat the
throw to first. After an out,
pinch-runner Randi Rico
scored on Sarah Mefvin's single.
Metvin went all the way to third
on a throwing enor.
With the game-winning run
on third, Kelli Bankert grounded out to force extra innings.
In the tenth the Falcons
surged for five runs and the
win. Kandice Machain doubled
to score Holly Frantz.
SOFTBALL PAGE 7
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Task force expected to recommend tax breaks
WASHINGTON (AP) —The Bush administration's
energy task force will recommend tax breaks to
promote conservation and develop renewable
energy sources, but still focus primarily on increasing conventional energy supplies, according to government officials.

OPINION
Bush should
not be hailed
as a celebrity
AT ISSUE Curious George is looking for a short
term solutions and not seeing the big picture.
decade ol two until we've come
back lo where we slarted.
J. MICHAEL
Now, 1 am nol an expert on
BESTUL
energy and environmcnlalism. I
Opinion columnist don'l hug trees, though I am
Flash!
Here he comes, everybody!

Hash!

He's a celebrity, and our energy crisis savior!
Flash! Flash!
As the flashbulbs from the
cameras... flash... we see the
hero of this story enter from
stage left. There he is, George W
"Bulldog" Bush, that plucky president with Ilis new energy policy!
Actually, the words that would
better describe this scene would
be from the ever-so-quotable
Friedrich Nietzsche: "The ass
arrived, beautiful and most
brave."
Yes, after all these months of
Scorty running around California
screaming"! donna have
enough power," President Bush
has finally unveiled his plan to
combat this energy crisis. Of
course, we shouldn't have
expected asonoftheoilrigsto
actually produce one that works.
To paraphrase and summarize Bush's energy policy, "More
gas, more oil, more coal. Drill
sacred Alaska land, find more
land to drill. Build more pipes."
In addition to more mono-syllabic corporate pandering
there's also a proviso about tax
breaks for owners of hybrid
gas/electric cars, lifted directly
from an Al Gore policy, but I
won't get into that
What I will get into is the
laughabilityof this "plan." I use
that word only in the lightest
sense, much like Napoleon had a
plan at Waterloo.
To reiterate: we have a minor
energy crisis (nothing like the
late 70s). To combat it, we are
going to tear up some land,
exhaust more non-renewable
energy sources, and wail a

one. PUCE. THEY COOt^THY MILLING- R*. CML BEPOKE. PUNTINGRJ4S OPP PLOWtjA,,'* GOLF COA&T.
Tribune Media Services
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Bush plan does not
consider environment
Gasoline prices thai approach
two dollars a gallon and rolling
blackouts in California are foreshadowing to a national energy
crisis. While few of us at the BG
News remember the last time,
the prospect of waiting in line at
gas stations for hours to pay
three dollars for a gallon of gas is
not a thought that most
Americans relish.
President Bush has proposed
short term fixes to the developingenergycrises which amount
to drill, bum, and drill some
more. At best the new national
energy plan is short-sighted. Al
worst it amounts to environmental suicide.
The focus of Bush's plan is on
finding more sources of fossil

fuel and continuing to use them
as rapidly as we are now. While
this might appear to solve the
problem that we now face, it
really only delays having to face
the real issues of our power
crises.
The plan to drill in wildlife
refuges endangers fragile portions of our environment that
once destroyed can never be
truly repaired. Drilling in Alaska
would endanger one of the last
great wildernesses in the United
States.
Further burning of fossil fuels
adds to the already unhealthy
amount of pollution that the
United States is pumping into
our air and water. The international community has already

expressed anger over the United
States' refusal to reduce the outrageous amount of greenhouse
gasses it emits. The current energy plans would only increase the
amounts of green house gas and
would worsen problems such as
global warming and the thinning
ozone layer.
Instead of focusing on shortterm solutions that will have
destructive environmental
effects it would be far wiser to
focus on alternative energy
sources and conservation. Not
only does this reduce pollution
but in the long term it will
reduce costs.
The cheapest solution to the
energy crisis is energy conservation. Using public transportation

Raise in U. prices: Guns easier
to get than higher education
AT ISSUE State budget cuts make getting an education and a degree harder
than purchasing a gun.
J. ELLIOT
HOWARD
Opinion columnist
I musl say that die government never ceases lo amaze
me.
I am twenty-four years old,
the son of an oil and sleel executive, and had a politician for a
mother. So, you could say that
1 have had my fair share of government interaction. The argument of school funding by the
government has been an
ongoing debate for years. It is
kind of like that annoying relative that never seems to go
away.
The government is the master of doublespeak. On one

hand they denounce all forms
of violence. Lately, they have
been bad-mouthing guns.
They praise education as the
anti-violence, the anti-drug,
and the anti-anything else negative for that matter. Yet it is
easier to get a gun than it is to
get an education.
Obviously, education is the
key to greater opportunity for
anyone who can get it. Yet, as
time has gone by, prices have
risen and there can be many
reasons attributed for it, but for
this discussion funding is the
issue. As the prices for education rise, it becomes increasingly difficult for people to get
into higher education, or when
they get in, to stay in.
Consequently, there is a creation of economic segments as

a result of the limited access to
education. The proposed
decrease of government funding for higher education creates a possibility for an
increased separation between
the "haves" and the "have
nots" in this country.
In a perfect society degrees
would not be the only link to a
great future, increased social
standing, or career focus. We
are not in a perfect world, and
as a result there has to be a
better way to bring everyone
up to a higher level.
Government funding is not
the cure all, but it can help to
balance society.
/ Elliot Howard can be found
(via e-mail) at
elliotluM'ard&iol.coin.
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and walking instead of driving,
insulating houses and reducing
other wastes of energy would
result in massive economic as
well as environmental benefits.
Alternative fuels exist, from
wind and solar that run on
almost nothing at all to biomass
that can be fueled by animal and
human waste products. It is far
more practical to look into harvesting flammable gas from city
sewers than from remote and
pristine comers of Alaska
The energy plan that has been
proposed focuses only on shortterm and environmentally reckless solutions Instead the energy plans should focus on longterm and environmentally
friendly sources of power.

friends with them (except those
evil sycamore trees... damn you,
sycamore!). But even my limited
knowledge sees something
wrong with tliis plan. Sure, you
get more light when you bum
the candle al both ends, but that
isn't really much of a solution, is
it?
Don't take my word for it lust
ask Ian Prank, the man in charge
of the U.N.'s forum on climate
change. In a Reuters news story,
he called the policy "a step in the
wrong directioa"
"The energy plan will in mv
view undoubtedly increase the
carbon dioxide (002) emissions
rather than decrease or stabilize
them," Prank said. Really,
though, what does the Dutch
environmental and United
Nations expert on environmental issues know?
< hie of the biggest problems
with Bush's energy plan is that it
looks at increasing production
without looking at ways to
increase efficiency. Then again,
that would be a silly suggestion,
wouldn't it? The oil, gas and coal
companies helped pay for his
election. President Bush is a
good monkey who knows that
whole cliche about the hand that
feeds him.
What Curious George really
needs to investigate are some
short-term solutions that don't
have a detrimental long-term
impact What we need is a relief
from the high prices (a shortterm problem). 1 lowevcr.
increasing the dependency on
fossil fuels without some efficiency strategy does nothing but
set us up for more and bigger
problems years down the road.
But, isn't "lack of foresight" the
one trait thai seperales us from
the rest of the animals?

Loud talking not cool
AT ISSUE Loud talkers should keep their weekends, personal business to themselves instead of telling the entire class.
MICHAEL i.
EMMONS
Opinion columnist
You know the rype...before
every class, sitting across the room
from you. Although he may be 7
rows over, you know exactly what
he did last weekend, what he got
on his exam yesterday and what
brand of cereal he eats.
NEWS FLASH: We really don't
care!
What really chaps my cheeks is
the fact that these people are
almost always stupid, as if God is
playing a cruel joke on the rest of
us Now, I may not be an intellectual all-star, but at least 1 don't
force everyone around me to
come to that realization..
But I do not think that these
"loud talkers" realize just how
annoying they really are I think

they all firmly believe that we care
about what they think and do.
They seem to gain satisfaction by
disturbing the peaceful "beforeclass murmur".
I really think that this one girl I
had class with thought it was a
competition... her vs. the rest of
the people in the room. If die general conversation in the room got
louder, she would immediately
step up the volume, coming to a
medium yell as she told the guy
sitting behind her about her first
keg stand.
But she wasn't satisfied that the
guy was listening (and nodding
with a blank stare), she wanted
the people in the back comer of
the room to hear about it, as well.
As if we've never heard a keg stand
story. How thrilling
And usually, the person who
talks really loud so everyone will
hear them looks around the room
to survey who is listening. It is as if

they are guaging whether or not
they need to yell a little louder.
That is the opportunity that I
always use to shoot a look at them
that says. "You are ANNOYING."
But the point never seems to be
taken by the loud talkers. They just
continue to broadcast their
pathetic life story to the entire universtiy population.
Advice to all "people who talk
really loud so everyone hears you"
(PWTRLSEHY's for short): Please
SHUT UP! Bite your fingernails,
eat some M&Ms or erase the skin
on your wrist until there is an
open wound, but please.... Don't
make us all listen to you talk about
that really funny commercial you
saw last night, the one we all saw
two weeks ago
Rattier than slu)utingyour life's
story at him, you can talk to
Michael J. Entmons al
emmonz@yahoo.com
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Concert tours and summer go hand in hand.
This summer looks to be one that will be full of
major tours.

Toledo Shows
Monster Magnet and Buckcherry will be rocking the Seagate Center in Toledo on June 5. Other
Toledo concerts include Chicago at the Toledo
Zoo Amphitheater on lune 27 and veteran rockers lethro Tull on Jury 25 at the Stranahan Theatre.
Country group Diamond Rio will also be in the
area The band has won the honor of "Vocal
Group of the Year" four times at the Country
Music Association Awards. The Hit/ Theatre in
Tiffin, Ohio will be hosting the band on lune 24.
Tickets can be purchased through the theatre's
box office.

Multi-Act Bills
The "Tour of Brotherly Love" boasts three sets
of rock and roll brothers; the Langdon brothers
from Spacehog, the Gallaghers of Oasis, andthe
Robinsons of The Black Crowes. The tour will be
making a stop in Cleveland at Blossom Music
Center this Friday. The last area appearance for
the tour will be at the DTE Energy Music Theatre
in Clarkston, Ml on lune 2.
Another mulit-act package tour is Ozzfest. This
year's headliners include Black Sabbath, Papa
Roach, Marilyn Mason, Slipknot, Linkin Park and
Crazy Town. The tour will be making three nearby
appearances; July 26 at Blossom Music Center.
July 30 at the DTE Energy Music Theatre, and
August 3 at Columbus's Polaris Amphitheater.
The Area: One tour, which features Moby as the
headlining act; Outkast, Incubus, and Nelly
Furtado will also perform. The tour will be at the
DTE Energy Music Theatre on Jury 21.
This year's Vans Warped Tour line-up includes
Rollins Band, Rancid, Sum 41, Pennywise and
Alien Ant Farm. There are two performances
nearby, August 7 at the Nautica Stage in
Cleveland and August 12 at Phoenix Plaza
Amphitheater in Pontiac, Michigan.

Return of the Veterans
This summer also sees the return of several
music veterans to the road. Everclear will be
making an appearance in Ohio at the Newport
Music Hall in Columbus. Tom Petty and the
CONCERTS. PAGE 7

Toledo to feature Rock,
Rhythm and Blues Festival
The 13th annual Miller Lite
Rock. Rhythm and Blues festival
begins this weekend in Toledo.
The festivities begin this Friday
at 5:00 p.m.. with the local swing
band, The Might Meaty Swing
Kings followed by 70s rock group
Blood, Sweat and Tears performing along with David Clayton
Thomas.
The festival continues all day
Saturday starting at 1:00 p.m.
with Toledo blues musicians Art
And Roman Griswold, as well as

Johnny Reed and Laurie Swyers.
Following them at 2:00 p.m. are
Detroit city rockers the Motor
City Blues Brothers. The Blues
continues throughout the afternoon with lerry McCain and
Willie Kings Mississippi Juke Joint
performing at 3:00 p.m. and The
Holmes Brothers performing at
5:30 p.m.. Classic rock then
returns to the stage at 7:00 p.m.
with Mickey Thomas Starship, an
incarnation of the 70s-80s rock
group Jefferson Harbor.

The festival concludes on
Sunday with Detroit blues musicians performing at 1:00 PM followed by more local blues musicians all day. Then, at 7.00 p.m.,
The Who's lolin Entwhistle performs with his band.
The festival is at Promenade
and Festival Parks in Downtown
Toledo. Directions are available
at
Citifest's
website
www.citifest.com. Admission is
free.

Dininq Services Summer Hours
Founders Dining Center will be open for service
the entire summer during the following hours:
Monday - Friday
Food Court
Founders Keepers
Coffee Shop
Weekends
Food Court
Memorial Day Weekend,
Sunday-Monday
Founders Keepers
Coffee Shop

>l Students!
Summer
I ^ Help
W\ Wanted
,.—^owlin

tg/Jni^sity Dining Services
hool students
une 9th - Fall 2001

NOTE: Ju
40 hrs/wi
on level o
time frame.

17th consistent work is available
ired. June 19th - Fall 2001 work is based
ess, work is NOT guaranteed during this

Duties Include:

Serving Food & Utility Tasks
Pay Rate: $6.20 per hour

B G S U

*Z

7:00am - 6:30pm
7:00am- 1:00pm

Applications are available at the
Central Office located at 200 Centrex.
Questions?
Call Laurie @ Dining Services 372-9291

10:00am- 1:00pm

State of Ohio Minor Labor Laws require that all students must
be at least 14 years of age. A work permit is required during
the summer for all students 14 or 15 years of age. Students 16
and 17 do not need a work permit during the summer. Work
permits are required during the school year for anyone between
the ages of 14 and 17.

10:00am - 6:30pm

M

UNIVERSITY
DININ
SERVICE

ENTERTAINMENT
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Summer movie explosion
By lames Eldred
ENTERIAINMENr WRITER

It's summer again, and with it comes the summer
movie season, when the studios release their cash
cows. So you know what that means, explosions, stateof-the-art special effects and lots of monkeys.
At least that's what this summer promises with its
biggest releases, starting this week with the Jerry
Bruckheimer/Michael Bay (The Rock") epic, "Pearl
Harbor." A dramatic, special-effects fueled retelling of
the lapanese bombing, the film seems to have taken
the "Titanic" rule of movie making, which is fill two
hours with a formula romance, and then spend nearly
$200 million on an hour-long action sequence. The
film cost as much as "Titanic", and expectations are
just as high.
When it comes to action, the next biggest thing to
"Pearl Harbor" goes back even further in time: All the
way to the Paleozoic Era. Jurassic ParV 3, opens July 18
and not only promises to feature more dinosaurs and
even better special effects than the first two films, it
also boasts the return of Sam Neil as Dr. Grant, who
(wisely) bowed out of the first sequel. The film also
stars William H. Macy and Tea Leoni as a pair of
researchers that get trapped on the island with Dr.
Grant when their plane crashes there. It looks silly and
stupid, but who cares, it has big mean lizards eating
people.
This summer Spielberg does not seem happy
enough with one giant movie coming out (although he
only produced "JP3") because he's also releasing the
highly anticipated "A.I: Artificial Intelligence" starring
Haley Joel Osment as a robot boy that desperately
wants to be real. Obvious shades of Pinocchio aside,
this film looks to be ambitious, even for Spielberg, as
he picked it up from Stanley Kubrick's to do-list.
Hopefully the film will be more full of that Kubrickweirdness than the Spielbergian glow. It opens June 29.
Moving on from big mean lizards to big mean monkeys (or primates as the case may be) July 27 sees the
release of the Tim Burton helmed remake of the classic
sci-fi film, "Planet Of The Apes." Featuring an all-star
cast that includes Mark Wahlberg as stranded astronaut Leo Davidson, Helena Bonham Carter as his ape
love interest (ewww) as well as Michael Clark Duncan
and Tim Roth as apes out to crush Leo.
Expect a radically different interpretation of the classic story, and even the classic ending might be
changed, no one, not even the cast (rumor has it four

SUMMER FUCKS: Jerry
Bruckheimer's 'Pearl Harbor'
(above) will be opening up just
in time for Memorial Day. From
left to right: The apes get angry
in 'Planet of the Apes'opening
July 27, fanboys of the world
rejoice as 'Jay and Silent Bob
Strike Back' on August 24 and
Disney makes 'Atlantis' rises

MOVIES, PAGE 7

once again on July 15.
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Welcome Back to another
week of classes'ff
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CD Reviews
Weezer
S/T
Weezer definitely brings the
pop instead of the rock with
their second self-titled album;
also know as The Green album.
The mass media deemed
"bastions of geek rock," have
returned from the wilderness to
do one thing, sell albums, which
is understandable after their
1996 release the essential
emo/pop album Pinkerton
wrongfully left them for dead in
the eyes of most modem-rock
listeners.
The band has not abandoned
their knack for producing great
tunes, with singles like guitar driven, Tommy-gun -like "Hash
Pipe," and the mellow sweetly
active, pina" colada sippingesque "Island in the Sun." Other
notable tracks include the love
ballad "O' Girl Friend" and the
almost Rentals-like
"Photograph," which is ironic
since Weezer's former bassist
Matt Sharp is the Rental's front
man.
The album is a kinder gentler,

more mature; as in catering to
modem radio needs, type of
Weezer. As a result the green
album is not as good as the selftitled blue album or Pinkerton.
But it is certainly an essential
piece to aide the death of the
current trend in pop music.
GRADE: B
-ARecznik

Depeche Mode
Exciter
Exciter is the first CD of new
material since the band's 1997
effort Ultra. There has also been
a great deal of attention given
becuase it is the first time that
some members of the band have
been sober for a CD in ages.
The first single, "Dream On,"
is an acoustic guitar driven song
of simple beauty. While the band
expands a little, songs like "Free
Love" remind fans of early material with it's techno-based percussion. The instrumentals "Easy
Tiger" and "Love Theme" showcase the talent within the group

Be In The Middle Of It All!
Downtown
117 N. MAIN ST. #3.4.5. &8:
One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown.
Laundry facilities. Resident pays utilities. Dishwasher.
ALL ARE DIFFERENT!
S280.00-325.00 per month for a 12-month lease.
$380.00-5425.00 for a 9-month lease.
Cat permitted.

beyond Dave Gahan's vocals.
The band rarely misses the mark
on this CD. GRADE: A- L Bettinger

Tool
Lateralus
With I atei .Jus. Tool seems to
have made the move from progressive metal to full-on acid
rock... on acid.
Clocking in at an insane 78
minutes, Lateralus is a sprawling, sometimes messy, sometimes amazing, epic that proves
Tool has neither gone soft nor
mainstream. Compared to this.
their previous releases are pop.
The album is filled with eight-to10- minute opuses followed by
short, bizarre interludes, which
serve as a quick rest from the
near constant insanely fast beat
that the album holds.
"The Grudge' is a mammouth
track fading in and out between
near silence and deafening drum
beats, this theme is then repeated for the rest of the album. But
since its so bizarre, it does not
get old.
There are few verses, and even
fewer choruses; this album was
clearly not made with singles in
mind. Elements from early songs
return in later ones, and the
entire meaning and feel of the

Is your

album can only be deciphered
upon listening to the albumin its
entirety, several times. It is
bizarre and, at times, downright
frightening. It is like listening to
insanity put to music If a kid listened to this it would most likely
give him nightmares that would
require therapy to remove
After doing that, one discovers
a deeply layered complex album
that cannot be described in
words; it simply has to be heard.
If you like Tool, especially
AEnima, you will probably like
this, and if you don't then you
most likely will not GRADE A
-J.Bdred\

REM
Reveal
Add 2 parts their 1998 release
US 1 part their 1996 release
Adventures in Hi-Fi. a pinch of
influence from Michaels Stipe's
good friend and Radiohead front
man Thorn Yorke's 2000 release,
Kid A. and add sprinkle of the
Mentos® jingle and you have
REM's latest release Reveal
Now if you like the taste of that
recipe maybe you will enjoy the
album, if not, stay dear at all
cost
If you want songs about sugar,
try the Archies. GRADE B
-A Recznik

ng out?
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Efficiency apartment located above
The China Village. Unfurnished.
FREE WATER & SEWER.
Resident pays electric/heat.
$265.00 per month for a 12-month lease.
$365.00 for a 9-month lease.
Cat permitted.

311 S. Maui St 1
Two bedroom unfurnished apartments located
downtown. Spacious rooms and lots of storage
area. Gas heat Resident pays utilities. $510.00
per month for a 12-month lease. Cat
permitted.

* Stop by (or price check on all listing!

NEWIPVE
Rentals

352-5620
332 S. Main
(Our only office)

3151/2 S. Main St: Two bedroom upper
residence. Unfurnished upper apartment Wood
deck. Gas heat Eat in kitchen. Cat permitted.
Resident pays utilities. $465.00 per month for a
12-month lease.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

352-5620

www.newloverealty.com

ft

332 S. Main (our only office)
www.newloverealty.com/nrentals
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Portage beach
fun for summer
ACTIVITIES, FROM PAGE 3

Quarry, said there will be two
concerts held on the Quarry
beach this summer.
"Bh.-.g a lounge chair, sit on
the beach, and enjoy the music,"
he said.
The Quarry is open Memorial
Day through Labor Day,
Monday - Thursday 10 a.m. to
eight p.m., Friday 10 am. to 11
p.m., Saturday eight a.m. to 11
p.m., and Sunday eight am. to
eight p.m. General Admission is
$3.50 for adults and $2.50 for
children under 12 years old. Call
352-9203 for more information.
For those with a high tolerance for pain there is Bull Creek
Paintball Park located on
Greensburg Pike in Portage. The
park is open 11 a.m. to five p.m.
on Saturdays and Sundays.
Reservations are needed to play
on Saturdays, but the park is
available to everyone on
Sundays. Bring your own gear or
rent a mask, gun and tank at the
park and then prepare for some
bruises. Call 353-2176 to make
reservations or for more information.
Music and theater lovers can
find an escape from the heat in
Moore Musical Arts Center
where a production of "The King
and I" will be running from July

20-21. Tickets go on sale at
noon on July 2. Call the box
office at 372-8171 for information.
Varsity Lanes Bowling Alley on
South Main Street offers some
indoor fun for the budget minded. For $5, bowlers receive
shoes, a slice of pizza, a drink,
and can bowl an unlimited
number of games within the 9 11 p.m. time slot Just bring a
student I.D. on Tuesday or
Thursday night and tell them
you are there for student I.D.
night.
lay Young, manager of Varsity
Lanes, said the turnout at the
bowling alley over the summer
season "has gotten better every
summer. You can't beat it for five
bucks."
Another great outdoor activity
that is free, if you have your own
disc, is Disc Golf at Carter Park
on Campbell Hill Road. There
are also spots at the park to picnic, grill or lay out if Disc Golf
isnt your style.
The City Park makes a great
spot to picnic, play basketball
and roller hockey. For those who
still act like kids, there are plenty
of swing sets to swing on. Also,
check out the Student
Recreation Center if you want to
splash around in the indoor
pools or relax in the hot tub.

Coach pleased
with season
SOFTBALL FROM PAGE 3

Two plays later, with the bases
loaded, Angie Domschot singled
to plate Machain and |en
Domschot.
libel followed with an RBI single. Three outs later the win
belonged to the Falcons.
The next game spelled an
early tournament exit for the
Falcons. BSU overcame a tworun deficit for a 3-2 win.
Overall, Falcon head coach
l.cigh Ross-Shaw was pleased
with the pitching and defense.
She said that the tournament
came down to not being focused
on offense.
"I was looking for leadership
at the plate, but I didn't sec it,"
she said.
BGSU and BSU battled
through three scoreless innings
Ix'fore the Falcons took a 1-0
lead in the fourth. With two outs
Frantz singled to score Angie
Domschot.

In the sixth Rosemeier doubled to left She scored on Angie
Domschot's bunt when the
throw to third went into left field.
In the bottom half, the
Cardinals took control of the
game. Ruth Hjelmeland led off
with a double. Britni Clark
walked, and both runners
moved up a base on Janice
Campbell's sacrifice bunt.
After a walk loaded the bases,
Carrie Lively was hit by a pitch to
bring home the tying run.
Jody Johnson came on in
relief, and walked Kasey Angulo.
Angie Ludwig scored for the 3-2
win.
BGSU ended the season, and
the quest for the MAC
Tournament title, with a 35-19
record.
Ross-Shaw was disappointed
with the loss but said BGSU still
had a strong season and that it's
time to look ahead to next year.
"We did have a great season,"
she said, referring to the Falcons'
MAC East Division title.

Alcohol training
not effective
ROSENBERG,FROM PAGE 3

Both groups then watched the
videotapes and tried to identify
the people who were intoxicated
and those who were not.
"We found that right after
training that there is improvement in recognizing intoxication," Rosenberg said. "Two
months later, though, we found
that the training group did the
same as the other group."
Students had to identify six
students in the videotapes. The
trained group averaged 4.1 correct answers, wltile the second
group averaged 3.4. However,
after two months, the trained
group averaged 3.4 correct
answers, while the second group

TRIED
&FAILED

averaged 3.7 correct answers.
"The results indicate that lasting improvement in recognition
ability, at least in unknown
peers, requires more than a relatively brief training program,"
Rosenberg said. "Perhaps training would be more effective if
students were taught to watch
for just several specific and consistently valid clues instead of
being provided with a list of
almost two dozen possible
cues."
Rosenberg is looking into
doing the experiment again.
"We would do a lot more
training with the students and a
lot more practice," Rosenberg
said. "We are thinking of taking
on a different population, as
well.

LEFT IN THE DUST: The men's track team (left) finished
ninth in the MAC Championships on May 19 in Oxford,
Ohio. Sophomore Zerian Peterson won the 400 meters
event, while Senior Dan Corfeto finished second in the discus. The baseball team (below) was eliminated from the
MAC tournament after being defeated by Ball State. The
team finished with a 36-18 record

Area historical sites offering new additions
The Ohio Historical Society is
offering new additions to their
sites around Northwest Ohio.
The sites with new additions are
the Piqua Historical Area, the War
of 1812- era Fort Meigs in
Perrysburg, and the Neil
Armstrong Air & Space Museum
in Wapokoneta
The Piqua Historical Area will
opening Memorial Day weekend
with a dedication of the new
exhibit on historic American
Indian cultu es taking place
Saturday, May 26 at noon.
The new exhibit, titled "Ohio's
Woodland Nations," looks at and
explains archaeological investigations It also challenges both
contemporary and historic
American Indian stereotypes.

Available the Sunday of
Memorial Day weekend at the
Piqua Historical Area are guided
tours of the John Johnston homestead with a textile demonstration held from 1-4 p.m. and a
1860s style baseball game scheduled for 2 p.m.
Also opening Memorial Day
weekend is Fort Meigs. At Fort
Meigs the development of new
exhibits in several of the fort's
blockhouses that sit by the
Maumee River is underway.
Because the exhibits are unfinished they will be free for visitors
to view. Sunday, May 27 and
Monday, May 28 a period garrison will set up camp at Fort Meigs
from noon to 5 p.m. in remembrance of Ohio soldiers.

The Neil Armstrong Air &
Space Museum in Wapokoneta,
already open for viewing, features
two new interactive additions to a
comprehensive new exhibit on
the U.S. space program largely
completed in 1999.
One of the additions is a fullscale mockup of a Gemini spacecraft. Visitors can climb inside for
an imaginary space flight. The
museum's second lunar landing
simulator allows visitors to simulate what it is like to touch down
on the moon. The actual Gemini
spacecraft flown by astronauts
Neil Armstrong and David Scott
is on display inside the museum.
Scheduled for July 20 -22 is one
of the museum's most popular
events, the Festival of Flight. The

festival will feature special films,
the sale of commemorative
stamps and model rocket
launches, all to -elebrate the
anniversary of Armstrong's first
walk on the moon. The museum
is open Monday through
Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
noon to 5 p.m. on Sundays and
holidays.
Other sites operated by the
OHS and open for summer travelers include Indian Mill on the
Sandusky River, the Hayes
Presidential Center in Fremont,
Fort Recovery in Mercer County
and Cedar Bog Nature Preserve
near Urbana.

Jackson visiting Cleveland, Columbus
CONCERTS, FROM PAGE 5

Day will be stopping at the
Phoenix Plaza Amphitheater on
August 8 as part of their tour.
Recent Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame inductees, Aerosmith, with
special guest Fuel, will be performing at the Polaris on July 11,
DTE Energy Music Theatre on
July 13 and Blossom on July 17.

Depeche Mode is on tour in
support
of
their
new
album,Exciter. They will be performing at the DTE Energy Music
Theatre on June 23 and on June
24 at Blossom.
Janet Jackson's tour will be
making stops at the Nationwide
Arena in Columbus on July 21,
the Palace of Auburn Hills on July
30 and at the Gund Arena in
Cleveland on August 5.

Pop favorites the Backstreet
Boys are also hitting the road,
performing at the Nationwide
Arena on June 22, the Palace of
Auburn Hills on July 24 and the
Firstar Center in Cincinnati on
August 25.

Country Music Festival
Perhaps one of the biggest
country shows is taking place in
Ft. Loamy. Ohio. Country Concert
'01 has a bill with over 20 acts;

including Lee Ann Womack,
Lonestar, the Beach Bovs, Travis
Tritt, Vince GiU, and Pam Tillis.
The show spans over five days,
July 5 through 8. Information
about tickets can be found by
calling 937-295-3000.
Unless noted, all dates and
venue information is from
Ticketmaster or artist management. Dates, artists and venues
are always subject to change.

Adventure films filling summer screen
MOVIES, FROM PAGE 6

different endings were filmed)
will know for sure until the fUm
opens.
Both "JP3" and "Planet of the
Apes" promise to have state-ofthe-art computer effects, but
"Final Fantasy: The Spirits
Within," with its revolutionary
computer animation, hopes to be
the standard-bearer of computer
effects. Based on the hit video

game series of the same name,
"Final Fantasy" will definitely
raise the bar for all computer-animated movies. Hopefully it will
have a revolutionary story to
boot, something that the last big
CG movie ("Dinosaur") did not.
Speaking of Disney, their annual family-animated film this year
is "Adantis: The Lost Empire," an
adventure film (no musical numbers, thank God) about a young
explorer that finds, you guessed
it-the lost city of Atlantis.

Hilarious consequences soon
erupt. It opens June 12. The
same week, "Tomb Raider"
opens. The film is based on the hit
video game of the same name,
and Angelina Jolie takes on the
role of the cyber-babe Lara Croft.
On a slightly less disgusting
note, "American Pie 2," the sequel
to the smash sex-comedy also
opens this summer. This time the

m*

kids from the first film are traveling overseas to Europe. Expect
breasts, masturbation jokes,
breasts, erection jokes and more
breasts August 10. The summer
movie season then comes to a
close August 24, with "Jay And
Silent Bob Strike Back", the final
chapter in Kevin Smith's Jersey
saga. Stoners, slackers and
wanna-be film students rejoice.
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Services Offered

Child Care needed in our Sylvania
home for our 9 & 10 yr. old. Must be
avail, for summer June 8-Aug 28.
b/w 8 am & 4 pm. Must have own
car & 2 ret Please send a 1 pg.
desep. of qualifications to
P.O Box 597. Sylvania. OH 43560
First Step Family Violence Intervention Center. 2 full time and 2 part
time positions available Requires
min. HS ed and excellent communication skills. Works with both adults
& children Send resume PO Box
1103 Fostoria OH 44830.

Looking for work?
Light industrial positions.
Pay $7.50 and up...
Renhill Staffing Services
1244 Ridgewood Drive. Suite 4
353-1540
www renhill.com
•AMD Athlon 800 MHZ system with
brand new printer. Call lor details,
$900 OBO. 419-352-3689.

1M> I Washington Stmt. Bowling < .rccn

354-6036
www.wcrwl.org/-highkind

Finishing Touches Inc. will do term
papers, dissertations, thesis & book
length works. Rates vary; pay 1/2
upon acceptance, cash or check only, no credit cards. Call Dr. Schmidt
at 354-7238 anytime.

ATTENTION
GRAD STUDENTS!
Jay-Mar Apartments
803-815 8th St.
2 bedioom-$475/mo.-12 mo. lease
Some remodeled
$550/mo -12 mo. lease
Laundry facilities on-site
♦Air/neat

Personals

10% off custom scented products
Now thru 5/31 with ad
LOTIONS & POTIONS
Corner of Main & Woostet

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, laundry tocllitles
in bldg., a/c. quiet.
From $395/month

Student with 2 or 3 tree hrs weekly
to mow yard (riding mower) & trim
686-4527.

For Sale

Bed - Queen pillow top, new. in
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty. Retail $800 Sacrifice S189 Can
deliver Call 419-509-8341
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Wanted

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
iniiiiiminiiH
WOOD COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY

Garage Safe
At the Wood County Fairgrounds

4
§

Under the Grandstand

Sale
Frl., May 25

s

4*"*%
\

1 sublsr. needed for 1 bdrm. apt.
from now until end of July. Option of
1 yr. lease. $320 mo. 608 S. Main,
apt. B. Call Dan 352-7285.
2-3 sublsrs. needed lor Fall 2001
Columbia Court Apis.. Fum.. AC.
fireplace. $180 mo. For more info
call Kelly 614-433-9477.

Adopt a Friend (or Life
9-6

Sat, May 26 9-2

Donations accepted at the Grandstand: Mon„ May 21 and
Tue„ May 22,10 a.m.-7p.m.; Wed., May 23,10a.m.-6p.m.

1 bdrm. apt. across from campus.
Avail.
June
1st,
1
yr.
lease
$300/mo * util Call 419-897-5997

Advertise in
The BG News
Classified this
summer.
Deadline is Noon
on Tuesday.
Call 372-6977

(no large appliances, aofa bads or consols TV s pssass)
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Featuring:
• Hershey's Ice Cream
• Sundaes
• Shakes and More!

For Rent

'Single rooms available immediately $180 per month 211 E Reed St .
1 bdrm. apt. summer only. S300
mo. Call 353-0325 Carty Rentals.
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Confidential Eating Disorder Support
Group Women & men at all stages
of recovery. Confidential, interactive
discussions every Monday from 73:30pm. Wellness Connection, 170
Health Center Call Judy Miller
©372-7426 for more information.

The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom. A/C,
on-slte laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction, s-rykgrits
dishwashers, vaulted ceilings
From $510/month -12 month lease

Thur., May 24 9-6

Crossword

Help Wanted

Oownlown B G • 353-1361
www cla-zel com

Beyond

BGSUSpedal

Vce
Cream
133 S. Main St.

L_

Present your I3GSU
student ID for

10% off your
order ANYTIME!

354-6(166

at

1

Let the BG News help you
find an apartment...
READ IT DAILY!!!

J£

The Department of

The Technology Infrastructure Project • Building an Electronic Community

Recreational Sports
OUTDOOR PROGRAMS II FACULTY/STAFF FITNESS

l/erticaj Reatitv
Climbing ar\4 Ranpeii'mg T>i>
June 9 frow S;30aM-5.'?0»M
0»IK
J35 (i»orjen*r/MeMkerfJ;
t*o 'non-MeinfreriJ

.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet

MW tes/eJ/Bceftf.n;
Be*inriei-/Mr»'Je'«>»e

Behavior Modification
Tuesdays fron Juty 10-August 7

Noon-liOOpm
Class Imit 15
Cost 530 members: 140 norHnembers'
Wednesdays fram July Il-August 8

Ltobtrrth.tea.WMt
Wec/netdav. June b
a* Woon in *he SRC

Internet2 on the horizon
While the University is bringing highspeed and reliable data, video and voice
communications to faculty, staff and
students via BGsupernet, it is also
putting itself in position to join
Internet2.
Other campuses that are
completely or
partially wired for
high-performance
networking-talk"
to each other at very high speed, such as
to share real-time video. BGSU's existing
low-speed connection to the public
Internet does not allow that, but by
building BGsupernet and exploring
membership in Internets, the University
is essentially looking to extend the
boundaries of what will be its own highspeed networking to the 180-plus other
universities and research institutions in
Internet2.
As a result, research data, video, live
broadcasts of seminars, CSPAN and
developing events would all become
available, as would access to large data
repositories (weather, census and
astronomy, for example); specialized
computing devices such as
supercomputers, and specialized
instrumentation such as electronic
microscopes and remotely controlled
telescopes.

530430pm
Class fait 15
Cost $30 members; MO rnrHTternbers'

Mountain Bike Trip
Data:
Saturday, June 23
Tim*:
9:00am-5.00pm
Coat:
S10/S15
Registration Daadlina:
!
Wed., June 20 in
the SRC Main Office

Among the benefits for faculty, by
extension, would be easy and high-speed
video conferencing and the ability to
more easily collaborate on research.

Look for a WALKB^G CLASS to begin soon!
AEROBICS
SUMMER

Summer Canoe Expedition
Oataa: July 21-July 28
Coat: S250 (members);
$275 (non-members!

Several Ohio institutions, including
the University of Cincinnati and Case
Western Reserve, Kent State, Ohio State
and Ohio universities, are already a part
of Internet2, Recreating the partnership
among academia, industry and government that fostered the early growth of
the Internet, the Internet2 consortium is
working to develop and deploy advanced applications and technologies.

Registration
Daadlina: Friday, July 13 |
at noon in the SRC main ,
office
Whera: Algonquin Provincial Park,
Ontario, Canada
Call 2-2790 or bcavins@bgnet for
more information.

INTRAMURALS

One of those applications is l2DV,an
initiative aimed at advanced digital video
for education and research. In addition to
digital video portals and conferencing,
I2DV services include live transmission of
video—traditional video plus simulations, animations, virtual reality movies,
images with audio sound tracks and
other types of digital media objects.
These are among the possibilities for
BGSU as it incorporates digital video into
campus life and looks to join Internet2.

2001

Mon.

AEROBICS SCHEDULE

TUBS.

Wad.

Ihur.

Sculpt

All clones begin Monday. May 21.

FACILITY HOURS
SRC & PFH SUMMER HOURS
Student Recreation Center
Monday-Friday:
9:00am-8:00pm
Saturday:
ll:00am-6:00pm
Sunday:
CLOSED

Perry Field House
Monday-Thursday:
9:00am-6:00pm
Friday:
9:00am-Noon

Look for weekly BGsupernet updates
in "The BG News." More information
about the project is available on the Web
at www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet.

■

Saturday-Sunday:
CLOSED

SRC RENOVATIONS

u

All entries are due by noon via
Email or In BO Perrg Rekd House

EC

Once ogain, the SRC will be
undergoing capital improvements
during the summer. Please call
2-2711 for updates. Thank you for
your cooperation.

www.bgsn.edu/recspopts

